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M2M has celebrated its 10th anniversary
On February 7th, 2014, 200 people were present in Paris to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of M2M, drawing together 35
companies from 10 countries.
Guests could visualize the latest M2M developments, thanks to
live demonstrations of the new Gekko equipment and the SAUL
method (Surface Adapted Ultrasound).
With ten years of existence, M2M is showing that a high-tech
instrumentation company

can grow in France in a very

competitive environment through effective partnerships. In the
coming years, keeping innovation as a key-element of M2M
strategy should reinforce the positioning of the company and
make it one of the leading players in the NDT field.
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Gekko software experience
Inspired by the smartphone industry, the GEKKO graphic user
interface (GUI) has been designed for a maximum-confidence
experience. GEKKO provides the operator with a choice to use
dedicated apps, read inspection files and create custom apps.
For each choice, step-by-step guidelines add clarity and
simplicity to the condensed technology included in the portable
phased-array system. The snapshot of the GEKKO GUI on the
left displays the touchscreen options offered to the user when
beginning to work.

M2M China
M2M China is the official representative of M2M for the Asian
market. The Chinese market becoming increasingly more
demanding, M2M China offers the complete range of M2M UT
phased-array systems, as well as high-performance consulting
support solutions.
M2M China is located at the Arch of Defense, in Chengdu, one
of the most important cities in Western China regarding
economic, transportation, and communication.
Dr. Bo Lu, formerly located in France is now leading the Chinese
subsidiary

M2M team is growing
These past few weeks M2M has seen the number of its
employees increasing, strengthening the industrialization and
NDT departments. The team is now counting 46 employees.
M2M warmly welcomes the rookies!

Find the M2M team in the next future
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JEC Europe
March 11 - 13, 2014
Composite show & conferences
Porte de Versailles - Pavilion 7, Paris, France
Booth #K47 floor 7.3

COFREND Days
May 20 - 22, 2014
The non-destructive testings at the service of industry:
employment, training, valorisation
Palais des Congrès, Bordeaux, France

M2M
Miniparc du Verger - Batiment H.
1, rue de Terre Neuve
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